
Index

Acampora, Christa Davis
on Socrates 207
on the sovereign individual 72

active happiness
passive happiness contrasted with 308

aesthetic conception of character see character
aestheticism

asceticism and 306–7
disinterestedness and 7–8, 322–23

affects
evaluation and 86
objectivity and 298
power and 1–2, 149–50, 171, 179–80, 185
ressentiment and 131–32, 136–37
revenge and 46, 104–5
transformation of 188–92

agency see also freedom; sovereign individual
aesthetic conception of 266–68
Christian conception of 172
evil and 20, 22–23
genuine 101, 111–13, 116
morality in pejorative sense and 218–19, 222
power and 171, 177, 180, 182–85, 187, 190
slave revolt/morality and 3–4, 26–27, 34–35, 41,

46, 204–5
aggression/aggressiveness

assertiveness as proper 292
cruelty as perverted 293

altruistic morality
rise of 25

amor fati see also eternal recurrence
content/meaning of 80, 87–88, 90, 91, 95, 118
desire for 11, 80

Ansell-Pearson, Keith
on the sovereign individual 101

anti-Semitism
as slave revolt 32, 33–34

Aquinas, Thomas
on cardinal virtues and capital vices 6, 21–22
on simony 12

aristocracy see nobles/noble values

Aristotle see also virtue/virtues
aesthetic conception of character and 7
discipline and 305, 308
on human excellence 266–68
on virtue 287, 288–89

art, artists see also beauty
asceticism and 243–47
honoring of 310
imposition of form and 277
spectator view of see spectator view of art

asceticism/ascetic ideal
aestheticism and 306–7
in art 243–45, 246–47
bad conscience and 282
charity and 308
Christianity and 203–4
conception of beauty and 322–23
corruption of 225
decline into 207–8
discipline and 288, 306–8
disinterestedness and 300
features of 166–69, 307
flourishing and 174
guilt and 77
as immature egoism 308
intellectual form of 307
knowledge and 260–61, 262
life-denial and 201, 281–82
meaning of 241–42
overthrow of 5–6, 10–11, 99, 100, 213,

260–61
philosophy and 100, 116–17, 211–12
power and 2–3, 176, 178
priestly 3–4, 92–93, 173, 185, 199, 201–4, 206,

208–9, 212–13, 219, 228–29
ressentiment and 122–23, 130
role of 17
suffering and 78–79
as vice 8–9
virtue and 281–82
will to truth and 223–25, 248, 261–62
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assertiveness
as appropriate aggression 292
cruelty contrasted with 288
excessive passivity contrasted with 288, 293–95
field of virtue of 291–92
as mature egoism 288, 291–95
vices correlative with 292

Austen, Jane Northanger Abbey
example of bovarysme 272

autonomy see also agency; freedom; sovereign
individual

Enlightenment vision of 244
of responsible agent 72–73, 74–75, 111–12
ressentiment and 130, 139
of sovereign individual 101–2, 106–10

bad
evil contrasted with 6, 21–23, 196
good, paired with 13–19, 28, 32–33, 41, 46–48,

196, 276, 283–84, 315–16
bad character 279–80
bad conscience see also guilt; ressentiment

asceticism and 282
Christian conception of guilt and 77, 183,

188, 260
creativity and 206
description of 61–65
egoism and 285–86
emergence of 165–66, 218, 259
guilt and 57, 190
indebtedness and 65–68
morality in pejorative sense and 218, 219
and ressentiment 317

barbarians
nobles and 291

beautiful soul
concept of 269

beauty
alternative conceptions of 322–23
artist’s point of view and 310–11, 319–22
bad philosophers of 309, 312, 313, 319, 322
basis of conception of
other-regarding ‘No’ 316
other-regarding ‘Yes’ 316–17
self-regarding ‘No’ 317–18

disinterested view of 312–13, 318
happiness and 313–14
honoring of art and 310
mode of valuation 323–25
nature of, aesthetic conception of 310–14
noble conception of
contrasting conceptions in Aristotelian

thought 266–68
mode of valuation 314–16
slavish taints 316–19

spectator view of see spectator view of art
valuation of, modes of 314–16

beloved of God 315–16, 321, 322
Bentham, Jeremy

modeling will to power and 158–64
Bonaparte, Napoleon see Napoleon
bovarysme, examples of 272–76

capital vices
theory of 21–22

cardinal virtues
theory of 21–22

character see also self
aesthetic conception of
aesthetic ideal of character 280–83
character defects, labeling of 272–76

character defects
aesthetic labeling of 272–76

excellence and 268–70
form-giving, capacity for 280–83
moral conception, contrast with 266–68
non-moral ideal 266–70
self-control 278
self-satisfaction 277
shape of character 276–80
single code of conduct 270–72
splendor 283–84

excellence of 28, 32, 44, 139, 266, 282, 287
giving style to one’s 276, 277, 279–80, 281
moral conception of
contrast with aesthetic conception 266–68

charity
as asceticism 308
as herd instinct 301–2
self-sacrificing see self-sacrificing charity
will to power and 301–2

Christianity see alsoGod; morality; priests/priestly
values; ressentiment; slaves/slave morality

anti-Semitism and 33–34
asceticism and 203–4
conception of agency 172
conception of evil 6, 14, 20, 21–22
conception of guilt 5–6, 57, 64–65, 69, 76–77,

183, 188, 260
Dionysus in opposition to 156–57
dominance of 18–19, 193–94, 204
English psychologists and 216–17, 247
flourishing and 172, 173–74
as form-giver 282
freedom and 113
genealogical method and 225–27
Greek philosophy and 206–7
life-denial 154, 158, 201–2
love, glorification of 32
master morality contrasted with 151
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as means to power 156
perceptions of power and 181–88, 190
perishing of 167, 224
redemption and 98
ressentiment and 127, 139, 223
as slave revolt 29, 33–34, 197, 199–201, 230, 253
subversion of language of 252–53
suffering and 87–88
theodicy 88, 90–91
turning the other cheek 293–95
vengeance, ridding of 23
Wagner and 244

Christ’s assumption of man’s debt 259–60
common good

hyperobjectivity and 300
congregation see herd instinct
Conrad, Joseph Lord Jim

example of bovarysme 272–74
conscience see also bad conscience; guilt

guilt and 57–58
contractual obligation

moralization of 69–73
Conway, Daniel W.

on spectator view of art 313–14
courage

as endurance 306
creation of values see values, creation of
creativity

bad conscience and 206
conception of 94
conditions for 210, 254–55, 256
as degeneracy 210–11
parasitism as lack of 304
power and 146–47, 209
as self-celebration 321
slave revolt and 208–10, 252
stifling of 227
suffering and 10, 80, 88, 91, 98–99, 100
varieties distinguished 314

credit
relation to debt 219, 257–58, 259–60, 261, 262

Crisp, Roger
on Aristotle’s thought on human excellence

266–68
cruelty see also instincts; punishment

assertiveness contrasted with 288
as basic instinct 292
depth analysis of 291
evil contrasted with 14
as immature egoism 291, 292
immaturity of, reasons for 292–93
internalization of 5, 57, 62–65, 76–77, 212, 219,

226, 232, 258–59, 260, 261
justice rooted in 296
noble morality and 292

as perversion of aggression 293
praise of 85, 285–86
as regression 292–93
spiritualization of 209–10
will to power and 60

curiosity
as vice 12

Dante Inferno
on simony 12

debt/indebtedness
bad conscience and 65–68
Christian guilt and 76–77
Christ’s assumption of man’s 259–60
compensation for 73
credit, relation to 219, 257–58, 259–60, 261, 262
feeling of 69–70
guilt and 58–61, 74–75
justice and 295
moralization of 65–73
punishment and 257–58

defects of character see character
dependence, excessive
independence and 288, 304–5

depression
weak’s fight against 301–2

depth-psychological features of virtue 290–91
destabilization of morality by genealogical

methodology 227–30
determinism see also free will
conception of 96, 99, 103–4

Dionysus
conception of 94, 154
faith in 97, 117
opposition to Christian morality 156–57

discipline see also self, self-mastery
asceticism and 288, 306–8
custom as 107–8
endurance and 305–6
field of virtue of 305
healthy sublimation and 306
lack of, as vice 282–83
as mature egoism 288, 305–8
power and 178–79
suffering as 90–91, 260–61
wholeness through 117

disinterestedness see also beauty
as aesthetic ideal 7–8, 322–23
ascetic ideal and 300
view of beauty 312–13, 318, 319

drives see also instincts
conflicting 278, 279
hierarchy of 110, 111
interaction of 112
mastery of 109–10
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drives (cont.)
morality and 208
repression of 38–39
transformation of 1–2, 188–92

duty
contractual obligation and 69–73
requirements of 269

egocentricity of perspective
objectivity contrasted with 288

egoism
bad conscience and 285–86
immature see immature egoism
mature see mature egoism

endurance
discipline and 305–6
related virtues 306

English psychologists
Christianity and 216–17, 247
conception of beauty and 316–17
opposition to 215–16, 218, 226, 227, 240,

247, 324
Enlightenment

vision of autonomy 244
envy see also ressentiment

equality based on 291
equality

based on envy 291
development of the higher man and 304
and ressentiment 297–98
women and 303–4

eternal recurrence see also amor fati
conception of 88, 91, 94
willing of 91, 95

evaluation
affects and 86
nature of 142–44

evil
agency and 20, 22–23
bad contrasted with 6, 21–23, 196
Christian conception of 6, 21–22
cruelty contrasted with 14
free will and 14, 20
God and 225, 239
good, paired with 13–23, 32–33
priests as 31–34, 52–53
ressentiment and 21
revaluation of 21–23
revaluation of morality 6–7
uses of term 19–20
vengeance and 23
as vice 14

excellence see also character
aesthetic conception 268–70
mature egoism and 287

excessive dependence
independence and 288, 304–5

excessive independence
mature independence contrasted with 288,

303–4
women and 303–4

excessive passivity
assertiveness contrasted with 288, 293–95
turning the other cheek as 293–95

eye of just person 295

Flaubert, Gustave Madame Bovary
bovarysme and 274–76

flourishing see life; power
Foot, Philippa

on aesthetics and character 271
on splendor 283

forgetfulness see also memory
force of 58, 247, 255, 294
overcoming of 257

form-giving
aesthetic conception 280–83
Christianity as 282

Foucault, Michel
on aesthetic basis of ethics 272

free will
conceptions of 9–10, 38–39, 99, 101, 103,

110–18, 201
denial of 85
evil and 14, 20
feeling of 102
guilt and 5, 57
possession of 71, 101, 107
responsibility and 103–5
suffering and 83

freedom see also sovereign individual
Christianity and 113
from morality 19
Nietzsche’s conception of 110–18
responsibility and 103–5

Freud, Sigmund
on aggressiveness 292

Fries, Jakob Friedrich
on nobility and beauty 269

Fuller, Peter Marches Past
as example of bovarysme 274–76

Gemes, Ken
on freedom and agency 111–12, 116
on sovereign individual 101

genealogical method
Christianity and 225–27
destabilization of morality by 227–30
as historical account 17–19, 230–33
as immanent critique 222–25
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necessity for 188–91
non-naturalism and 225–27
problem of interpretation 170–71
as psychological account 215–21
as revaluation of morality 207–13,

221–30
generosity see mature generosity
Geuss, Raymond

on evil 6–7, 12–23
on genealogy 214, 218, 221

gluttony, vice of
changed understanding of 12

God
art and 314
beloved of 315–16, 321, 322
conception of 159
death of 83–85, 159, 167, 193, 213
evaluation of 230–33
evil and 225, 239
fulfillment in service to 173–74, 307
genealogical method and 225–26
guilt and 5–6, 56–58, 65, 69, 76–77
indebtedness and 259–60
man’s origins in 109
peace and 92
redemption and 99
slave revolt and 164–65

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von
as highest type 97, 117, 176
Kant and 311
ranked with Melville 178–79, 188

good
bad, paired with 13–19, 28, 32–33, 41, 46–48,

196, 276, 283–84, 315–16
common good, and hyperobjectivity 300
evil, paired with 13–23, 32–33

gratification
instant, as immature egoism 291

Greek philosophy
Christianity and 206–7
Socrates and development of 199–202

guilt see also bad conscience; Christianity;
conscience; debt/indebtedness;
responsibility

asceticism and 77
bad conscience and 57, 61–65, 190
Christian conception of 5–6, 57, 64–65, 69,

76–77
conscience and 57–58
God and 5–6, 56–58, 65, 69, 76–77
indebtedness and 58–61, 69–73,

74–75
punishment and 73–75
as rational passion 75–77
responsibility and 69–73

happiness
artificial construction of 125–26
condemnation of 44, 50–51, 64–65, 201
desire for 149
forgetfulness and 255
forms of 308
goodness as 149
meaning of 280
measure of 199
path to 175–76
promise of 7–8, 309, 312, 313, 319, 322, 325
reason and 204
recipe for 198
revenge against the happy 50–51

happiness of minimal superiority
will to power as 301–2

Hatab, Lawrence J.
on surrender of master morality 3, 193–213

herd-animal vices
depth analysis of 291

herd instinct
charity as 301–2
parasitism and 304

higher man
equality and development of 304
excellence and mature egoism 287

Hume, David 57, 74, 94, 118, 216, 231, 232
hyperobjectivity
common good and 300
evils of 300
features of 299–300
objectivity contrasted with 288, 299
weakness as basis of 302

immanent critique
genealogical method as 222–25

immanent phase of slave revolt 38–39
immature egoism
asceticism as 308
cruelty as 291, 292–93
depth analysis of 291
instant gratification as 291

immersion in the collectivity, tendency towards
independence and 288, 304–5

impure
bad and 51–52

indebtedness see debt/indebtedness
independence/self-sufficiency
basic and differentiated distinguished 302–3
excessive dependence and 288, 304–5
excessive independence contrasted with 288,

303–4
field of virtue of 302
immersion in the collectivity, tendency

towards, and 288, 304–5
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independence/self-sufficiency (cont.)
as mature egoism 288, 302–5
parasitism and 288, 304
as solitude 302
virtues and vices correlative with 302

instant gratification
depth analysis of 291
as immature egoism 291

instincts see also drives
condemnation of 61–65, 156, 158, 183, 193–94
freedom and 113, 114
guidance by 204, 205
internalization of 3, 39–40, 61–65, 77, 166, 202,

209, 258, 296–97
life-denial and 154, 166–67, 199, 209–10
maternal 304
release of 38–39, 293
for revenge 295–96
systems of evaluating 157

internalization
of cruelty 5, 57, 62–65, 76–77, 212, 219, 226,

232, 258–59, 260, 261
effects of 37
of instincts 3, 39–40, 61–65, 77, 166, 202, 209,

258, 296–97
by priests 37

Janaway, Christopher
on aesthetic self-satisfaction 277
on Nietzsche’s revaluation of morality 268

Jews/Judaism
anti-Semitism as slave revolt 32, 33–34
invention of slave morality 33–34
perceptions of power and 182–88
slave revolt and 29

justice
cruelty as root of 296
eye of just person 295
field of virtue of 295
indebtedness and 295
as mature egoism 288, 295–98
rigorous punitivism contrasted with 288, 296–97
scientific fairness contrasted with 288, 297–98
self-sublimation of 295–96
vengefulness contrasted with 288
virtues and vices correlative with 295–96
virtues of the strong and 295–96

justification of suffering
life-affirmation and 86–91

Kant, Immanuel
on art and beauty 7–8, 310–14, 317, 318, 322
on disinterestedness 7–8, 312–13, 318
Nietzsche’s criticisms of 101, 109, 117, 118, 227
on virtue as strength of will 305

Kautsky, Karl 160
knightly-aristocratic values see nobles/noble values
knowledge see also self, self-knowledge

asceticism and 260–61, 262
honoring of 310
promise of 253–64
use of language and 246–53

language
changes in meaning of moral terms 9–10, 15–16,

27–28, 101–2, 111–14, 118–19
knowledge and 246–64
morality as sign language 220–21
subversion of Christian 252–53
use in genealogical method 239–46

Leiter, Brian see also morality in pejorative sense
(MPS)

on cruelty 292
on excellence of the higher man 287
on Millian model of will to power 148–50
on sovereign individual 101–19

life see also power
flourishing of
asceticism and 174
Christianity and 172–74

as will to power see will to power
life-affirmation

characteristics of 10, 99–100
consideration of alternative sorts of life and

92–93
justification of suffering and 86–91
life-denial and 85–86
redemption and 98–99
repudiation of particular life events and

experiences, and 93–95
theory of 81–82
of whole of life 95–98

life-denial
asceticism and 201, 281–82
Christianity and 154, 158, 201–2
death of God and 84–85
instincts associated with 154, 166–67, 199,

209–10
life-affirmation and 85–86
Nietzsche’s radical account of 82–85
theodicy and 78–82

literature, examples from
influence of fiction on character 272–76
transformation of language 15–16

love
Christian glorification of 32
self-love and mature egoism 301

Marx, Karl 159–60
masters/master morality see nobles/noble values
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maternal instincts 304
mature egoism

assertiveness as 288, 291–95
concept of 285–86
discipline as form of 288, 305–8
features of 286–87
independence as 288, 302–5
justice as 288, 295–98
mature generosity as 288, 301–2
objectivity as form of 288, 298–300
self-love and 301
virtues and vices of 287–88

mature generosity
field of virtue of 301
as mature egoism 288, 301–2
pity and 301
self-sacrificing charity and 288, 301–2
sympathy and 301
unhealthy selfishness contrasted with 288
unselfishness contrasted with 301
virtues and vices correlative with 301

May, Simon
on asceticism and life-denial 282
on defining power 178–79
on Nietzsche’s revaluation of morality 78–100
on personal accountability 68

Melville, Herman
ranked with Goethe 178–79, 188

memory
forgetfulness and 254–58
reliability of 106
of the will 57–58, 70, 75

Mill, John Stuart
modeling will to power and 148–50

minimal superiority, happiness of
will to power as 301–2

morality see alsoChristianity; God; priests/priestly
values; morality in pejorative sense
(MPS); slaves/slave morality

altruistic morality, rise of 25
of compassion (Schopenhauer) 239
destabilization of 227–30
disvaluation of 120–22
freedom from 19
ressentiment, link with 120
self-deception of 16–17
slave revolt and see slaves/slave morality

morality in pejorative sense (MPS)
agency and 218–19
bad conscience and 218, 219

moralization see bad conscience; debt/
indebtedness; guilt

Napoleon
as embodiment of noble ideal 79, 117–18, 253

naturalism
destabilization of morality and 227–30

Nehamas, Alexander
on aesthetics and character 270
on self-control 278

neurosis
rigorous punitivism as 296–97

nobles/noble values see also life-affirmation;
morality; priests/priestly values; slaves/
slave morality

barbarians and 291
Christianity contrasted with 151
cruelty and 292–93
features of 315
mode of valuation 314–16
pathos of distance and 27
priests and see priests/priestly values
slave morality contrasted with 195–98,

207–13, 315
surrender/transition to slave values 15

nothingness, will to 78–79, 83, 84, 87, 90, 100,
201, 213 see also asceticism/ascetic ideal;
life-denial

object mastery
ressentiment and 125–38

objectivity
affects and 298
egocentricity of perspective contrasted

with 288
field of virtue of 298
hyperobjectivity contrasted with 288, 299
as mature egoism 288, 298–300
perspective and 298–99

Owen, David
on agency 222
on perception of power 181, 186
on slave revolt 25, 35
on sovereign individual 71
on use of genealogical method 223

parasitism
herd instinct and 304
independence contrasted with 288
as lack of creativity 304

passion, rational
guilt as 75–77

passivity
excessive see excessive passivity
as form of happiness 308

pathos of distance
of priests 28, 53
value creation and 27, 44–45

peace
in God 92
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perseverance
as endurance 306

personhood see also agency
conception of 72–73, 112

perspective
of the artist 157
attainment of 263
egocentric and objective contrasted 288
evaluative 227, 230
of life 168
of morality narrowly conceived 265–66, 279
objectivity and 298–300
of power 181, 188, 191
of social cohesion 210–11, 212
women and 245–46, 248

philosophers of beauty, bad 309, 312, 313, 319, 322
philosophy

asceticism and 100, 116–17, 211–12
Socrates and development of 199–202

Picasso, Pablo
expression of will to power 95

Pippin, Robert
on nobility of priests 25, 33

pity
depth analysis of 291
mature generosity and 301

Poellner, Peter
on freedom 110–11
on ressentiment 4, 120–41
on sovereign individual 101

power see also life; will to power
affects and 1–2, 149–50, 171, 179–80, 185
agency and 171, 177, 180, 182–85, 187, 190
asceticism and 2–3, 176, 178
Christianity as means to 156
creativity and 146–47, 209
Judeo-Christian morality and perceptions of

182–88
perceptions of, and Christianity 190
slave revolt as priests’ route to 40, 50
as umbrella concept 146–47

powerlessness, responses to 30–31
priests/priestly values see also Christianity;

morality; nobles/noble values; slaves/slave
morality; ressentiment

asceticism and 3–4, 92–93, 173, 185, 199, 201–4,
206, 208–9, 212–13, 219, 228–29

evil and 31–34, 52–53
nobility of priests 45–53
apparent anomaly of 25–27
exceptions to 34–35
superiority over warrior nobles 45–53

pathos of distance and 28, 53
powerlessness and 30–31
ressentiment and 48–52

slave morality and
shared characteristics 37
transition to 41–42

slave revolt and
interpretive difficulty 36, 40–41
need for priests 34–45
nobility of priests 45–53
priests’ purposes in promoting 50–51

value creation and 42–44
warrior nobles, conflict with 29–30, 45–53

profundity as endurance 306
promise of happiness 318–19
promises, making and keeping 69–73, 95, 253–64

see also sovereign individual
punishment see also cruelty; suffering

guilt and 73–75
indebtedness and 257–58

punitivism, rigorous contrasted with justice 288

Rand, Ayn Fountainhead
example of excessive dependence 304–5

rational passion
guilt as 75–77

redemption
Christianity and 98
life-affirmation and 98–99

Rée, Paul
on character 268
Nietzsche’s critique of 239–40

Reginster, Bernard
on affirmation 91–92
on guilt 5, 56–77
on ressentiment 37, 45, 48–49, 52, 54–55
on suffering 80
on will to power 176

regression
cruelty as 292–93
sublimation and 308

religion see Christianity; Jews/Judaism
repression

sublimation and 308
responsibility

freedom and 103–5
guilt and 69–73

responsible agent, autonomy of 72–73, 74–75,
111–12

ressentiment see also bad conscience; envy; revenge;
slaves/slave morality

affects and 131–32, 136–37
asceticism and 122–23, 130
autonomy and 130, 139
bad conscience and 317
Christianity and 127, 139, 223
equality and 297–98
evil and 21
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features of 123–25
morality and 120
object mastery and 125–38
priests and 48–52
revaluation of values and 25, 29, 36, 40–41,

42–44, 50–51, 53, 164–65
scientific fairness and 297–98
slave morality and 49–50
value creation and 26, 43

revaluation
of all values 2, 54–55, 93, 151, 155–56, 167, 168,

170–71, 172–73, 185, 215, 221–30, 260,
268, 278

of evil 6–7, 21–22
ressentiment and 25, 29, 36, 40–41, 42–44,

50–51, 53, 164–65
of suffering 87–88, 100

revenge see also ressentiment
affects and 46, 104–5
against the happy 50–51
evil and 23
instincts for 295–96
as motivation 25
ridding of 23
slave revolt as see slaves/slave morality

Richardson, John (art historian)
on Picasso 95

Richardson, John (philosopher)
on freedom 101
on priests as slaves 26

Ridley, Aaron
on art as imposition of form 277
on beauty 309–24 See also beauty
on priests as hybrid noble/slave 35–45

rigorous punitivism
justice contrasted with 288, 296–97
as neurosis 296–97

Schacht, Richard
on will to power 150

Schopenhauer, Arthur
on art and beauty 310–14
on asceticism 307
on character 268
on morality of compassion 239

scientific fairness
justice contrasted with 288, 297–98

self
self-celebration, as creativity 321
concepts of 7–8, 9–10, 101–2, 190
self-control, aesthetic conception of 278
self-criticism 88–89, 240, 245, 274
self-deception 3–4, 129, 130–31, 132, 133–34,

136, 138, 140, 141, 182, 184, 223, 228–29,
282–83

self-denial 7–8, 77, 123–24, 230, 244, 253,
261–62, 306, 317–18, 322–23

externalization of 130–31
internalization of 258–59, 260, 261
self-knowledge

acquiring of 239–46
capacity for 234–39

self-love, and mature egoism 301
self-mastery 9–10, 71, 72–73, 103, 107, 108,

109–10, 246, 253, 261, 263
self-satisfaction, aesthetic 277
self-worth 195–96

self-sacrificing charity
depth analysis of 291
mature generosity and 288, 301–2

self-sufficiency see independence/self-sufficiency
selfishness see also unselfishness
healthy and unhealthy distinguished 301
mature generosity contrasted with 288, 301

shape of character
aesthetic conception 276–80

simony, vice of
changed understanding of 12

sin see Christianity; evil; guilt
slaves/slave morality see also morality; nobles/

noble values; priests/priestly values;
ressentiment

attractions of 199–202
conception of beauty and 316–19
creativity and 208–10, 252
features of 36
Jewish invention 33–34
noble morality contrasted with 195–98,

207–13, 315
nobles’ surrender to see nobles/noble values
powerlessness and 30–31
priests as hybrid noble/slave 35–41
ressentiment and 49–50
slave revolt

agency 3–4, 26–27, 34–35, 41, 46, 204–5
altruistic morality, rise of 34–45
anti-Semitism as 32, 33–34
Christianity as 197, 199–201, 230, 253
immanent phase 38–39
Judaism and 29
priests, role of see priests/priestly values
as priests’ route to power 40, 50–51
process of 15, 38–40
promotion by priests 29
transcendentalizing phase 39–40
as vengeance 29

Socrates
development of philosophy and 199–202

solitude
independence as 302
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sovereign individual see also freedom; promises,
making and keeping; self

autonomy of 101–2, 106–10
characteristics of 70–73, 106–10
promises, making and keeping 69–73,

253–64
spectator view of art

disinterestedness of 312–13
problem of 311–12, 313–14

spiritual origins of morality see Christianity; Jews/
Judaism

splendor
aesthetic conception 283–84

Stendhal
on beauty 313–14, 322–23

strong forgetfulness
as self-sufficiency 294–95
as virtue 293–95

strong/strength
as basis of assertiveness 295
dispersal of 302
virtues of 295–96
of will, virtue as 305

sublimation
discipline and 306
regression and 308
repression and 308

subordination see powerlessness, responses to
suffering see also asceticism/ascetic ideal

asceticism and 78–79
Christianity and 87–88
creativity and 10, 80, 88, 91, 98–99, 100
free will and 83
justification of 86–91
revaluation of 87–88, 100

sympathy
mature generosity and 301

Taylor, Charles
on genealogy 170
on secular and religious world views 173–74

Taylor, Gabriele
on punishment 73–74

theodicy
Christianity and 88, 90–91
justification of suffering 90–91
life-denial and 78–82

Theognis of Megara 14–16
Trotsky, Leon 161
truth see will to truth
turning the other cheek

as excessive passivity 293–95

unselfishness see also selfishness
generosity contrasted with 301

values
creation of
capacity for 45
conceptual transformation and 27–28,

44–45
pathos of distance and 27, 44–45
ressentiment and 26, 43
slave revolt and 42–44

Nietzsche’s own standard of 2–3
revaluation of 2, 54–55, 93, 151, 155–56, 167,

168, 170–71, 172–73, 185, 215, 221–30, 260,
268, 278

vengefulness see revenge
justice contrasted with 288

vice/vices
asceticism as 8–9
capital vices, theory of 21–22
changed understanding of 12–13
evil as 14
herd-animal 291

virtue/virtues
Aristotelian and Nietzschean thought

contrasted 287
asceticism and 281–82
basic and differentiated distinguished

289–90
cardinal virtues, theory of 21–22
depth-psychological features of 290–91
field of 288–89
as strength of will 305
structure and nature of 288–91
thin and thick accounts of 288–89

virtues of the strong
justice and 295–96

Wagner, Richard
Christianity and 244

Wallace, R. Jay 4, 26, 34, 44, 127, 131, 229
warrior nobles see nobles/noble values
weak/weakness see also power; slaves/slave

morality
fight against depression 301–2
herd instinct and 301–2
hyperobjectivity and 302

will to nothingness 78–79, 83–84, 87, 90, 100, 201,
213 see also asceticism/ascetic ideal; life-
denial

will to power see also life
Benthamite model of 158–64
centrality of concept of 164–68
charity and 301–2
cruelty and 60
as happiness of minimal superiority

301–2
life as 144–48, 175–77
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Millian model of 148–50
strength of concept of 177–79

will to truth 79, 167, 223–25, 244–45, 248,
261–62

Williams, Bernard
on splendor 283

wisdom
as endurance 306

women
equality and 303–4
excessive independence and 303–04
maternal instincts 304
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